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Abstract-The concept of PNL (Precisiated Natural
Language) has been proposed by Zadeh for computation with
perceptions and some problems described in natural language.
We describe a design for restricted domain question answering
systems enhanced by PNL-based reasoning. For a subset of a
knowledge corpus (e.g. critical or frequently-asked topics)
where fuzzy set definitions of vague terms are provided, more
precise answers can be computed via protoformal deduction.
Nested structure in the system design also enables processing of
natural language statements that are not PNL protoforms using
phrase-based deduction and concept matching to generate the
most relevant facts for a query. If deduction results yield low
confidence factor, standard search engine provides a baseline
response (relevant paragraphs based on keyword matches).
Our design principles aim for flexible, domain independent
capability and minimize human input to provision of semantic
clues and background knowledge during design or application
set-up.
I. INTRODUCTION

,Wr HEREAS the provision of a relevant list of information
sources (e.g. media and websites) is a tremendous
value with regard to searching a vast resource such as the
Web, more direct answers are expected from domain
restricted repositories such as corporate intranets and
customer (self-) service websites. For example, if a customer
asks "how many computers can I connect to product-X", a
response with most relevant facts such as "Up to 16
computers and fax machines can be connected to product-X"
should be provided, rather than pointing to a set of product
manuals which the customer must download and further
search. The demands of question answering (QA), however,
are poorly met and automated solutions are rarely deployed
due to the complex problems associated with natural
language understanding. Common solutions have been
limited to FAQ (frequently asked questions) and answer
pairs developed and maintained by humans, which are only
effective to the extent that questions can be anticipated and
knowledge gaps are filled in a timely manner. In the long
term, manual QA support will be neither performance- nor
cost-effective, as products and services continue to increase
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in complexity and inter-dependence.
We present a semi-automated design which is one
practical solution for a QA system in a restricted domain
application. The focus is on dealing with unstructured data natural language text corpora, or other media associated with
text annotations. The paper discusses: (i) research results of
applying PNL (Precisiated Natural Language) concepts [1]
in the information extraction module to determine "facttypes" and leverage the benefits of PNL protoform-based
deduction; (ii) a nested data flow design with phrase-based
deduction to handle non-PNL expressions; and (iii) overall
system design and key components. Additional details about
precisiation, fact type identification, and phrase-based
deduction may be found in [2] and [3] respectively.
While a QA system for the Web (to answer questions in an
open domain) remains an elusive long-term quest, a
[narrowly] restricted domain problem is an appropriate topic
for near term research. We also focus our efforts on
factual/objective QA, rather than the composition of
subjective responses to questions such as "How do you think
Fred feels about this situation" regarding some narrative
involving Fred.
II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

A. Objective & Criteria
An important goal is a re-usable, domain-independent
design that minimizes effort for an application developer to
analyze and prepare domain knowledge. Accordingly, we
avoid design approaches that require hand-crafted, domaindependent ontologies, including manual mapping of domain
knowledge chunks to pre-defined ontology nodes. Those
system designs would require extensive assistance by the
application developer for every new domain. Yet, due to
current limitations of automated natural language processing
technology, we cannot eliminate the need for human
assistance in QA application development. Thus, we reserve
application developer's assistance mainly for clarification of
semantics in domain-specific concepts and provision of
limited background knowledge
To facilitate domain independence, separate repositories
for background knowledge and domain knowledge are
established. Background knowledge repository holds
common and fixed facts such as "Carnivores eat meat" or
"Wireless devices are less secure than wired devices".
Domain-specific knowledge is relevant to a particular
application, such as QA system about "animals" or "smart
phones", with respective examples "Lions are carnivores"

and "Palm Treo is a wireless device". A key benefit with the
segregated knowledge repositories is that when applications
change, the system design (along with background
knowledge) stays intact, with detachable domain-specific
knowledge modules. Our limited background knowledge
module, however, is not intended to replicate a huge
repository of common-sense knowledge such as Cyc [4],
which could (conceptually) be added as a third, 'world
common-sense' knowledge base to our design.
Another key objective for the QA system is deeper
reasoning and improved performance over standard search
engines. Hence, in addition to approximate matching, QA
system requires deductive reasoning capabilities based on
natural language phrases. Following on the sample phrases
above, the deduction module can infer from the combined
background and domain knowledge facts in the QA system
about "animals" that "Lions eat meat." Similarly, regarding
"smart phones" the fact "Palm Treo is less secure than wired
devices" is known although this facts is not explicit among
the original facts.
B. System Diagram
Previous QA research have been based solely on classical
natural language processing technology [5], and some recent
publications have discussed leveraging the Web as a
knowledge resource [6]-[10]. We present a novel approach

incorporating PNL-based reasoning, and the high-level
system block diagram is shown in Figure 1 below.
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Fig. 1. Block-diagram of PNL-enhanced QA system
A text corpus is preprocessed using a parts-of-speech
(POS) tagger [1 1],[12] and precisiation method to detect
PNL protoforms [1],[14],[15]. Sentences are tagged as one
of PNL protoforms or other fact-types (causal, if-then,
procedure, fragment, fact) and stored in the domain
knowledge repository. User's query is analyzed and
classified as one of what/where/when/how/quantity type, and
passed onto the deduction module. (Dialog clarification
module is not yet implemented and shown with dashes).
The deduction/reasoning module has access to the
background knowledge, domain knowledge, query string,
and query type. It first finds a subset of relevant facts via
concept matching and further generates output based on

deductive logic and computing with words (CW) [15]. If the
deduction process yields results with low confidence factors
for a particular query, it may invoke a search engine with
query keywords and return its results. The confidence factor
is a function of the top N rankings of facts relevant to the
query keywords (presently, MAX (N=4 rankings) is used).
The system responds with "No relevant knowledge" if the
query topic is beyond its knowledge scope.
The response formulation module is responsible for final
composition and display of the response returned to the user.
Summarizing or re-phrasing could be incorporated therein,
but initially, it simply collates and formats ranked list of
relevant facts.
III. INFORMATION EXTRACTION

The information extraction (IE) process builds an
intermediate-level model of the domain knowledge. We
avoid the basic 'bag of words' representation of a text
corpus, since it incurs loss of semantic information and
severely limits deeper reasoning required in a QA system.
We also avoid the other extreme of mapping information
chunks to a detailed ontology as this approach is better suited
for custom/one-off applications and conflicts with our design
principles discussed above. In our prototype, knowledge is
represented as various "fact-types", whose data components
include the complete sentence (with and without POS tags),
keywords, and type-id assigned by the preprocessor, and
each sentence in the corpus is analyzed as explained below.
A. PNL protoform detection
A natural language can be precisiated in the sense of
making it possible to treat propositions drawn from a natural
language as objects of computation. This is what PNL
(Precisiated Natural Language) attempts to do [1]. Herein,
we investigate and report on the feasibility of precisiating
natural language in a semi-automated manner.
As an initial effort to automate the recognition of PNL
protoforms, our input is limited to simple sentences
containing a single verb phrase - herein referred to as
simplified natural language (SNL). SNL is made up of
simple sentences, wherein a subject phrase is followed by the
verb phrase. There may possibly be an object phrase too, in
the case of the transitive verbs. SNL is first subjected to the
Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging using the Stanford Tagger
[1 1],[12]. The Stanford Tagger takes a sentence or a file and
tags according to the Penn Treebank tagset (36 POS tagset
and 12 other tags for punctuation and special symbols).
Example 1: Given Sentence in SNL: Airway is Ideal for
the home or small office.
Tagged Sentence: AirwaylNNP is/VBZ IdeallNNP for/IN
the/DT homelNN or/CC small/JJ office/NN./.
Compound sentences can be converted into SNL by a
program that examines POS tags, and reconstructs multiple
simple sentences. Complex sentence structures may be bypassed, and processed as other (non-PNL) fact types by the

deduction module.
Phrase Extraction: A method ExtractPhrase then extracts
the subject phrase, verb phrase and the object phrase from a
given simple sentence, which has already been tagged in
accordance with the Penn Treebank tagset. It returns an error
value of (-1) if there is no verb phrase in the sentence at all.
Whatever is there in between the first and the last occurrence
of the tag "/VBx" is termed as the verb phrase. It also
includes the tag "/MD" (modals like "will"), if any. All what
is there before the verb phrase is termed as the subject
phrase, while that after the verb phrase is termed as the
object phrase.
Example 2: Tagged Proposition: AirwaylNNP
allows/VBZ linking/VBG a/DT numberlNN of/IN
telephoneslNNS .
The Subject Phrase is: Airway
The Verb Phrase is: allows linking
The Object Phrase is: a number of telephones
ISform: A method IsForm checks if the given sentence is a
simple "X is A" form. It checks for all the variations of "is"
such as "was", ''were'', 'are'' "am ''"shall be", "will be",
"should be", "would be", "can be", "could be", "must be",
"have to be", "had to be", "might be", etc., covering all
modalities and tenses of the "to be" verb. An extended list of
the same may be made available on request.
Example 3: Sentence: The cost of calls to Spain will be
about 40p per minute
Subject Phrase: The cost of calls to Spain
Verb Phrase: will be
Object Phrase: about 40p per minute
XisA: The cost of calls to Spain IS about 40p per minute
Example 4: Sentence: Airway allows linking a number of
telephones.
Subject Phrase: Airway
Verb Phrase: allows linking
Object Phrase: a number of telephones
=>Not an XisA form
If the verb phrase is an "is-form" the system proceeds to
further analyze this sentence as being one of the various PNL
protoforms[1], such as X isr A, Y isr (X+B), QA's are B's,
(QJ xQ2)A 's are (B and C) 's andf(X) is A etc.
X isr A Form: In the generalized constraint expression X
isr R, X is the constrained variable, R is the constraining
relation, and r is a discrete valued modal variable. The "is"
in isr is simply its natural meaning - the conjugated verb "to
be". Thus, the expression X isu R means X is usually R, and
other defined modalities include: possibilistic (r=blank);
probabilistic (r=p); veristic (r=v); random set (r=rs); fuzzy
graph (r=fg); bimodal (r=bm); and Pawlak set (r=ps). Thus,
we try to locate in A, X and ISForm any of the following:
"probably", "usually", "partially", "possibly", "mostly",
"likely".
Example 5: Sentence: The heart of Airway network is
possibly the Controller.
Subject Phrase: The heart of Airway network
Verb Phrase: is
Object Phrase: possibly the Controller

XisrA: possibly The heart of Airway network IS the
Controller
Facts such as "Customer satisfaction during 2005 has been
around 87 percent" is in the form X is A where
X= customer satisfaction during 2005
A = around 87 percent
The preprocessor recognizes that "has been" is a form of "is"
and could also recognize combinations of modalities plus
conjugations of the "to be" verb, such as "could likely have
been" etc. This type of fundamental knowledge is language
dependent, but stored as core knowledge in the QA system
so it need not be maintained by the application developer.
Once the verb phrase (including any modal qualifiers) is
identified, the preceding subject phrase and subsequent
object phrase are extracted.
Y isr (X+B) Form: The Y is X + B form is a very useful
protoform for deduction purposes. For instance, if a
proposition P1 is "Customer satisfaction during 2004 is about
82 percent" and another proposition P2 is "Customer
satisfaction during 2005 is a little more than customer
satisfaction during 2004", we can then get the Y isr (X+B)
form as "Customer satisfaction during 2005 IS Customer
satisfaction during 2004 PLUS a little more". This is made
possible by matching the X and A phrases of all the X isr A
protoforms.
Phrase Matching: A method ComputeSimilarity is devised
for the purpose of matching phrases. We have assigned
varying similarity values depending on the type of match
found in the phrases. For an exact match, the similarity value
is 1.0. An exact match regardless of upper/lower cases is
assigned a similarity value of 0.95. When some portion of a
phrase matches with the other phrase, we assign a value of
0.85 if they are matching in the beginning and 0.8 if
matching towards the end. Similarly, when the match is
found to occur only after the phrases have been stemmed (by
Porter Stemmer Algorithm) and stop words removed from
them, we assign a value of 0.65 for an exact match regardless
of upper/lower cases, 0.55 for the match in the beginning and
0.5 if matching towards the end. We have also employed
Wordnet for finding a synonym match. If a match is found
only after the words of the phrases are replaced by their
synonyms, we assign a similarity value of 0.45. A zero
similarity is returned if none of the above cases is found to
-

exist. It may be noted here that these numerical values of
similarity are assigned just arbitrarily.
Example 6: If there is an X is A protoform as "The cost of
calls to Germany IS a little more than the cost of calls to
Spain" and another X is A protoform as "The cost of calls to
Germany IS a little more than the price of calls to Spain", we
get the YisX+B form as "The cost of calls to Germany IS
The cost of calls to Spain PLUS a little more; with similarity
value 0.45". Here, a similarity value of 0.45 is returned
because the two phrases could match only after the word
"cost" was replaced by its synonym "price" using Wordnet.

Q As are Bs Form: Another protoform QA's are B's is
accounts for natural language constructs like "Most Swedes
are tall" or "most installation problems are hardware
related". In all the X isr A forms obtained, we seek the
quantifier Q in A by locating any one of the following:
" some ", "somewhat", "few", "none ", "many", "almost", "a
little bit", "about", "most", "all", "a lot" and numbers, both in
words and digits.
Example 7: Inputl: Here most Swedes are tall.
Outputl: QAs are Bs: most - Here Swedes ARE tall
Input2: A total of 4.3 billion 12 hundred thousand forty four
humans is the population of that country.
Output2: QAs are Bs: 4.3 billion 12 hundred thousand forty
four - A total of humans ARE the population of that country
(QJ x Q2)As are (B and C)s Form: For multiple Q As are
Bs forms given as Ql As are Bs and Q2 (A and B)s are Cs, it
is helpful to deduce that (Q1 x Q2)As are (B and C)s. For
instance, if two propositions are given as "Most balls are
large" and "Many large balls are heavy", then we can deduce
that "(Most x Many) balls are (large and heavy)s". The
concept of Computing with Words can then be used for the
final evaluation.
To formalize, let us assume that the two given Q As are Bs
forms are:
j: Qj Aj are B, 11 (Qj= "Most") (Aj= "balls") are (Bj= "large")
k: Qk Ak are Bk, where Ak = (Aj and Bj) and suppose, Bk = C
11 Qk= "Many", C="heavy"
Now, for the AU] and A[k] of every QAs are Bs
SI = ComputeSimilarity(A[k],AU]) //Similarity between
"large balls" and "balls"
ExtraPhrase = extra part in the larger of the two phrases

"large"
If(S1 >= 0.0), Then:

S2 = ComputeSimilarity(ExtraPhrase,B[j]);
"large" and "large"
If(S2 >= 0.0), Then:
Print (Q[j] x Q[k]) (A[j])s are (BU] and B[k])s
1I Print: ("Most" x "Many") "balls" are ("large"
and "heavy")s

f(X) concept: Automated extraction of the f(X) concept is
especially challenging - e.g. recognition that the semantics
of "product-X is expensive" is actually "cost(product-X) is
or "the room is cold" is actually
expensive",
"temperature(room) is cold". How could a system make the
inference that "expensive" is a metric of "cost" (or "price"),
and "cold" is [usually] a metric of "temperature"? The
descriptive term for function f does not appear in synonyms
of the metric term, nor consistently in definitions of metric
terms. Perhaps function f term can be learnt via contrived
training scenarios, but for practical results, we (system
designers) provided direct semantic clues and appended this
knowledge to the system core repository.
Metric terms forf(X) concepts are keyed with descriptions
of function f such that, during analysis, if a metric such as
"expensive" is found, its key value "cost" is returned as
function f Only select concepts (e.g. speed, age, cost,

weight, size, temperature, scent, texture, time, etc.) which
support metric terms that map to the function f with high
probability are pre-stored as core knowledge. This does not
provide perfect coverage or performance (very few rules
applied to natural language do) but enhances overall system
capability. System core knowledge enables automated
processing of text corpus for PNL-based deduction (see
Section IV(A)), but since it was developed with human
assistance, we refer to this design as a semi-automated
approach.
B. Non-PNL fact- types
For sentences without an "is-form" verb phrase,
supplemental analyses are performed to detect causal facts,
if-then rules, procedures, sentence fragments, or simply
'fact' (default). Causal facts (e.g. detected by "due to", "lead
to", "cause", "because" keywords, plus "since" in some
cases) and if-then rules are useful towards answering whytype questions, since portions of the sentence can be
identified as the "cause" and
"effect" fragments.
Procedures, detected by list elements (e.g. numbering,
bullets/dashes) plus imperative phrases are useful towards
answering how-type questions. Sentence fragments are
ignored unless included as part of a procedure. Facts
containing quantity descriptors (e.g. some, few, most, many,
and numbers (in words and digit form) ) are also marked. A
benefit of fact-type analyses is that it is also useful for query
analysis, in terms of identifying what, where, why, how, and
quantity (how much) types of questions. (Who-type analysis
was deferred since the initial prototype is focused on product
descriptions which rarely contain references to people.)
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Fig. 2. Abstract depiction of system data pipe
Data flow in the system is depicted in Figure 2, with a central
"pipe" reserved for facts that are recognized as PNL
protoforms. All other types of facts flow through the outer
pipe, which (thus far) comprises causal facts, if-then rules,
procedures, fragments, and facts. "Facts" label in Figure 2
denotes a default-type if not recognized as any of the
aforementioned types. Facts in PNL "is-form" pass through
to a protoformal deduction process, and all other fact-types
are processed via phrase-based deduction and concept

matching.
C. Concept Matching
Phrase matching is a common capability required for

many applications that involve descriptions expressed in
natural language, and simple string matching is insufficient.
As natural language allows different ways to express the
same concepts, phrases must be compared at the concept
level, rather than comparing strings (or stemmed versions).
Expressions "price of X" and "cost of X" match
conceptually, but not during string comparison. A synonym
generator must be employed to find a match between these
phrases, but that is also not trivial, since many words have
multiple "senses" and it is unclear which sense should be
used for comparison. The next level of complication arises
when comparing phrases like "cost of calls to Zagreb,
Croatia" and "cost of phone calls to Zagreb". After stemming
and stopwords removal, the two phrases become {cost call
Zagreb Croatia} and {cost phone call Zagreb}. Concluding
their match requires knowledge that in this context, "call"
and "phone call" are equivalent, and "Zagreb Croatia" and
"Zagreb" are also equivalent, which cannot be solved solely
via synonym look-up.
Due to such challenges, we have not achieved a complete
solution, but have developed a routine that returns a fuzzy
metric depending on different type/degree of string matches:
exact, partial-beginning, partial-end, synonym match using
Wordnet[16], and percentage. For the above example, our
function would return 0.75 similarity value, which is
sufficient to propagate processing to further stages.
D. Query Processing
Query analysis is a complex topic in itself, which usually
includes query clarification through a dialog with a user to
ascertain intentions and context. At this juncture, however,
our focus is on generating the appropriate answers if the
query is relevant and clearly stated. We also assume that a
query input is direct and brief (one or two sentences) and not
embedded somewhere in a long narrative. Currently, query
analysis is limited to extending techniques used by the
preprocessor to detect query types.
Query types are detected by spotting key phrase patterns
in the query. When reliably detected, this knowledge helps
refine the ranking of most relevant facts, but it is not critical,
since the subject matter of the query is the primary criteria

for selecting relevant subset of knowledge.
Phrases starting with "Why/Whyfor" or "What is the
reason/cause/rationale...," "Due to what," "Because of what,"
predict why-type (qtWHY) queries with good reliability.
Phrases like "How do I/we," "What are the
procedures/methods/steps," "Explain how" frequently start
how-type (qtHow) questions, and queries starting with
"Where is," or containing "whereabouts," "locate/location"
are indicative of where-type (qtWHERE) questions. Usually,
when-type (qtWHEN) queries start with "When is," "When
do," forms or contain "before/after/during" keywords.
Quantity-type (qtQUANTITY) queries frequently start with
"How much/many" or "What quantity." If none of the above
are detected, query defaults to what-type (qtWHAT).

A query like "Will product-X be available in September"
is actually a "When will product-X be available" question,
and many other 'alternate phrasing' may cause wrong typing
via simple key phrase spotting approach. But obvious and
common expressions are detected and benefit from this
analysis as further explained in Section IV(C) below.

IV. DEDUCTION AND REASONING
The deduction module has two components, one for
protoformal deduction, and a general, phrase-based
deduction module. It also operates in both offline and online
modes. During offline mode there is no query input, and the
deduction module reviews and processes all accumulated
knowledge. It compares all domain knowledge facts against
each other, and where possible, combines facts via phrasebased deduction to generate new knowledge. It also
compares results with background knowledge to check if
further deductions are possible. When new facts are
generated they are appended to the system knowledgebase,
and marked as 'generated knowledge'. This process can be
repeated periodically, depending on how frequently domain
or background knowledge is updated. Offline process
improves online performance, since tasks are reduced to
deduction or concept matching with only the query string
involved, during an online session.
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Fig. 3. Detail components of the deduction module
Figure 3 shows more details for processes associated with
the deduction module. Given a query, a relevant subset of
facts is first identified via concept matching between all facts
in the system knowledge, and keywords in the query (which
includes synonym terms). If appropriate PNL protoforms are
included they are further processed via protoformal
deduction. Other relevant facts are analyzed via phrase-based
deduction. All results are subsequently ranked according to
query concept relevance and query type relevance.
A. Protoformal deduction
As explained in Section III(A) sentences like "Customer
satisfaction during 2006 has been around 87 percent" maps
to X is A protoform, and "Customer satisfaction during 2005

was a little higher than customer satisfaction during 2006"
maps to a Y is X + B protoform. Protoformal deduction then
leads to a conclusion that Y is A + B, which yields the text
expression "Customer satisfaction during 2005 is around 87
percent PLUS a little higher."
If fuzzy sets for "around 87 percent" and "a little higher"
are not defined, the string expression as shown above will be
returned as an answer (which can be interpreted and
understood by a human user). If, however, the term 'around
87 percent' is defined by a triangular fuzzy set centered on
87 and the term 'a little higher' is defined by a percentage
(e.g. 70/O) on the range of fuzzy set 'around 87 percent', the
protoformal deduction performs the following fuzzy
addition:

TriFuzzy(87, 5) + 87 x 7O = TriFuzzy(93.1, 5)
where TriFuzzy(a, b) represents a triangular fuzzy set whose
center is at a and the width is b. The final answer is returned
as "about 93" where 93 is the defuzzified value of the
composite fuzzy set. Note that in practice, application
developer can specify that for all expressions {"around N",
"about N", "approximately N"} where N is a real number, its
fuzzy set is defined by TriFuzzy(N, uN) where a is a prespecified constant (e.g. a=0.1), such that fuzzy set definitions
can be automatically created during preprocessing stage
whenever matching string patterns are encountered.
Similarly, application developer can pre-specify fuzzy set
definitions for {"a little more", "more", "much more", "a
little less", "less", "much less"} semi-automatically, rather
than manually defining each one.
QA systems built on standard search technology cannot
provide the computed response "about 93". Although all key
concepts in a corpus are not likely to be pre-defined with
fuzzy set representation, for a particular subset of knowledge
and key terms where they are defined, PNL-based computing
offers value-added performance.
Other protoformal deductions are computed in similar
manner. For example, given: QJA's are B's, and Q2(A's
and B's) are C's, the result after protoformal deduction is
that Q3A's are (B's and C's), where Q3 = QJ * Q2, and * is
a product in fuzzy arithmetic. In general, the computational
rules as shown in Table I apply to the protoforms. Each of
the forms in the left column of Table I can be also extended
with respect to different constraints (probabilistic, usuality,
bimodal interpolation, fuzzy graph interpolation, etc.).
B. Phrase-based deduction with examples
All fact-types which are not classified into a PNL
protoform are processed via phrase-based deduction.
Currently, common deduction principles for negation,
transitive, and chained reasoning are supported, and the
module operates at the phrase-level.

TABLE I
SAMPLE PROTOFORMAL DEDUCTION PRINCIPLES

Then:
YisC,where
uu C (v)= maxu (uA(u) uB (u, v))
QJA 's are B's and Q3A 's are (B&C) 's where
Q2(A&B)'s are C's (Q3 = QJ * Q2)
Xis A
g(X) is B, where
_uB (v)= supu (uA(u)), v = g(u)
f(X) is A
g(X) is B, where
uB (v)= supu (uB (f(u))), v = g(u)
Given:
XisA, (X Y)isB

For example, given facts:
(1) "If over 50 percent of customers complain about new
product WRTG54, all types of WRTG routers will be
recalled," and
(2) "If all types of WRTG routers are recalled, we will
start new sale on TRG 100 type of router,"
the IE module classifies sentence 1 and 2 as if-then rules of
the form ifX[implicit 'then7 Y, where
XI = over 50 percent of customers complain about new
product WRTG54,
Y] = all types of WRTG routers will be recalled,
X2 = all types of WRTG routers are recalled,
Y2 = we will start new sale on TRG1 00 type of router,
and the deduction module derives the transitive conclusion
that XI - Y2, since XI - Y], X2 - Y2, and Y] X2 in this
case. The new conclusion is appended to the knowledge
base.
Subsequently, if the query is: "Why did you start new sale
of TRG 100 ?" the system returns two answers:
(Al) "If all types of WRTG routers are recalled, we will
start new sale on TRG 100 type of router."
(A2) "If over 50 percent of customers complain about new
product WRTG45 then we will start new sale on TRG100
type of router."
If the query is: "Why will you not start new sale of
TRG100 ?". The answers are:
(A3) "NOT (we will start on a new sale on TRG100 type
of router) IMPLIES NOT (all types of WRTG routers are
recalled)."
(A4) "NOT (we will start on a new sale on TRG100 type
of router) IMPLIES NOT (over 50 percent customers
complain about new product WRTG54)."
At this juncture, the response formulation module does not
re-phrase answers in human-friendly form, but the logic in
the raw output is correct. In addition to transitive reasoning
and negation, the deduction module is capable of chained
reasoning. If a set of facts:
tA causes B, If B then C, C leads to -1D, If -D then E}
are mentioned independently throughout a corpus, the far
reaching implication that A causes E will be deduced,
although never explicitly found in the corpus. Although the
generated result is 'technically' correct, sometimes the result

of chained inferences may not appear to make semantic
sense, until intermediate steps are considered. For example,
if sentence:
(3) "New sale on TRG100 type of router will lead to
revenue surge next quarter"
is processed together with sentence (1) and (2) above, a
technically valid chained deduction result is:
"If (over 50 percent of customers complain about new
product WRTG54) then (revenue surge next quarter)" but it
is semantically amusing. Thus, the deduction engine supports
an option to display all intermediate results.
The basis for successful phrase-based deduction - i.e.
accurate recognition of matching components (e.g. X2
subject phrase with Y1 object phrase) - depends on the
quality of the concept matching module for two input strings.
This is a known common bottleneck to many applications
based on natural language, and we are cognizant that
although functional, the concept matching module needs to
be continually improved and tested with new approaches.
C. Result ranking
The deduction module employs two rounds of ranking on
the answers (list of facts). First ranking is a measure of the
concept match between query key phrases and key phrases in
the facts, similar to advanced search engines. Subsequently,
our ranking is refined by considering the query-type and
intent. Often, multiple facts will be found relevant to a query,
but if a query is type qtWHY, then ranking of causal facts and
if-then rules are incremented. If a query is type qtHOW,
ranking of procedure facts are incremented, and likewise for
qtQUANTITY and facts containing quantities. When a query
contains [odd number of] "not", the facts generated from
negation are ranked higher, as shown above in sample
answers A3 and A4. This type of secondary refinement helps
move most appropriate answers to the top of the list.
If the strength of the highest ranked relevant facts are
below a minimum confidence level minCF (as configured by
application developer), a standard search engine is invoked
with query key phrases as input. Currently Lucene search
engine [17] is employed, with document chunks at the
paragraph level. If the top ranked output of the search
engine is below another threshold minRelevance (< minCF)
"No relevant knowledge" response is issued to indicate that
the query is beyond system knowledge scope, and no
meaningful response can be provided.
V. SUMMARY AND EXTENSIONS
The described system reflects an initial prototype that
balances application of novel theories to natural language
processing with practical design issues. To the extent that
we have applied PNL-based computing, we described its
benefits and limitations, but note that PNL theory itself (and
extensions to computational theory of perception) is still
under development. Due to the complexities of reasoning
with natural language expressions, we presented a hybrid and

nested design structure (PNL + phrase-based deduction +
search) where capabilities of each technology are used in
complementary fashion towards objective question
answering. This system remains under development; the
prototype is presently tested with a corpus of short
documents and evaluated via manual (human) grading of
what constitutes a good/reasonable response.
Planned extensions to this research include: improvements
to concept matching module and ranking algorithm, and to
investigate the use of alternate knowledge representations
like RDF and OWL [18], plus application of topic model
[19] towards question answering.
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